
Site visit inquiries 

The project of rehabilitation of 

Daraa National Hospital – Maternity and Operations Departments 

Ref.UNDP-SYR-ITB-114-19 

Second site visit: Thursday 10.10.2019 

1. The contractors asked to provide them with all plans of the hospital. 

We will resend all available plans including: 

- Attachment No. P01: Operations department plans (Fire alarm system, 

Telephone network, Radio network, lighting switches plans and electrical 

panels details); 

- Attachment No. P02: Operations department architectural plans; 

- Attachment No. P03: Maternity department plans (basement and roof plans 

& conceptual elevations); 

- Attachment No. P03: Maternity department electricity plans (Lighting and 

switches, telephone network, radio network and cable holders’ details). 

2. The contractors asked to extend the deadline of submission until 01.11.19 

The deadline will not be extended, and the deadline stays 20.10.19. 

3. Is it possible to replace elevators’ doors in the maternity hospital with 

stainless steel doors according to the elevators’ international norm EN81 

hence the old doors are made of painted steel? 

The contractor should commit to the specs book – offers with improved 

specifications will be discussed with the engineering committee. 

4. In the operations department – is the quantity of “the painting of wooden 

rafters” measured in square meter or length meter? 

The quantity of this item is measured in length meter. 

5. Regarding the bid bond determined in USD 12,000, when are they should 

be submitted, before the offers submission or after the bid opening? 

Original bid security should be received WITHIN 5 WORKING DAYS from the deadline of 

the bid submission. Late submission of bid security beyond 5 working days will result in 

disqualification of the received bid. 

6. Is it possible to conduct another site visit to inspect the mechanical 

equipment for each contractor separately? 

Contractors who attended the two previous site visits can (during the third week 

of October) conduct additional non-mandatory site visit to inspect mechanical 

equipment but this site visit must be coordinated with Mr. Mosaab Abazeid one 

day before. 



7. If a Syrian company own a bank account outside Syrian, can this company 

submit the bank security from the outside Syria bank? Can this company 

receive the payments to this bank in USD? 

You can submit the bid security from any bank, but the payment cannot be 

transferred in dollars as it is a Syrian company 

8. How many boilers need to be maintained, knowing that they are currently 

working with capacity (%50)? 

The BoQ didn’t mention the maintenance of the boilers. 

9. How many air condensing units are required (item No.2 in the BoQ)? 

As per the BoQ – one unit. 

 


